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LE7NING ABOUT EDUCATION:

AN INTROBUCTION'TO EVALUATION RESEARCH

AND ASSESSMENT TECIINIOUES.)

A Personal Workshop

by

John David Milker

fp.

This workshop focIses upon ways in whicb, you, as a teacher, can gather

helpful information regarding your activities with students. Althou h

you will develop and use many ideas ap0 skills, goals of this

workshop are idenified below.

, 1
1. .,,6 a kesutt 06 -this WOk 'hot; you wittbe able,

to gathet, vii thin existing cejsskbom settings;
inicokmation that to manageaM o t and4'.

complexity and can be use6t to you in bettek

undekstanding yours worth c 1 otudento'..

2. As a k6utt .q his wokhshop you wilt be abte
to 0kganize and atticutate yours in60krnation

in wkiting, in a tiietd Stu44 kepokt that watt
have meaning Oh you on possibig bon othek
intekeoted peksons.

This workshop is self-instructiVe. It is. supplemented by a program

(other book in this series) and a support system that includes

instruction,teaching experiences for practice, discusSions, and

individual donfererrs.

k

You will be asked at certain points in this workshop to write town

your ideas and examine them before proceedipg. Experience indicates

lhat through this active involvement with the text you will be better

able to assessvomr own )development for carrying out educatiOnal

research. 4

k
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INTRODUCTION

-2-

o

This workshop on it:Wakch and a404e44ment represents an attempt to

enable teachers to grasp these two words in broader contexts than thda

in which they are commonly used. As used throughout this book',the words

Are intended to convey the, notion of gathering information (in any form)

that is helpful to the delielopment,Of productive tellaching-learniing

ities. , An underlying assumption is that, as teachers, our effettiveness

depends constantly on feedback from Our clientele; that is, our students.

Feedback seems essential to any instructional enterprise that is to remain

fresh and'viabl., in a rapidly evdlving society.*

Thus, this workshop is intended to enable teachers to gather infor-
,

mation that could have persuasive meaning for them in developing their

programs. Its purpose is not so much to provide a way of assigning value
0

,judgments (like good or bad) to existing programs. Rather it presents

some strategies- for-gathering information useful,in making further program

development a rational process.

-*Consistent with this_ idea, the author invites-your feedback,regardinn
the effectiveness of this workshop. See appendix.



Oiefly, the workshop gbes sbOething like this: You will be

introduced "to some issues in educational evaluation and assessment,

invited to interact with some of the author's ideas, and then"

invited to create some of your own.

As,

1

r

4

I

yaq ate stilt intekuted in Zeakning *out

gatheAing produc"ti"ve in4okmation o4 thi6 6okt,

you are invited to twin the page. ti

-3-



What do 1 neatly want to 6ind out abdut mg activitia with
student4 and how do 1,go abdut 6inding it?

Teacher-stud interactions most often take place in very complex

settings,.which can be'portrayed As collages of elements contained in

the logos on which this program is based. The logos is represented

below.

) THE LEARNER

-4-
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Some of these elements are undoubtedly part of your teaching world.

Even thoug/h' this collage,i.complex, try writing down in priority three

-things"tbat you would honestly like to find out about your activities,

with students. Try to choose one question frOm each of the three major

themes of the program: instruction; the learner( the discipline.

2.

3.

O

ti

K

r.

11-
"Think -o4 .these t1 in0 you woad Zike to 4,4\out...."

9

Now pleaSe go on.

-5-
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V

It .i.e gay a gue44, but it'is like1 that one or m

statements contain!--tdT paralleling your own.

1.. I wduld lioe to -know how much

de

4

2.. I would like to know if this

i

math
art
science
reading f
social studies
(other suhject)

the follOwing

/

I've taught my students.

my students have learned.,

6)

gueStioni;ig;strate0y
hoMework -

laboratory experimeni
a.,

free time
textbook.

it.

lecture
movie
field trip

is useful ford my teaching.
computer game'
guest'/ecturer
art workshop
compositiom
sequence of experiences
physical.arrangemipt
intra-class grouping

(other activIty or strateay)

k

3. I would like to better understand my students' '

.4

intellectual development.
family'tackground.
earlier school activities..'
6ttitude tow&rd school.
adopted sdx roles.
ay of approaching problems

capacity to handle proposit-
ional logic. ,

_____Jetn-e-r-tniowiitiOn pertaining
to my students).

tr-

Statement.4 deft ved chiegy 44om the4e.thitee 4o4m much o4

the baza 404 the di.scuaAion4 contained in thie, wo4fahop.

10
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ti

,,-.1 math
att I've taught my studemts.

/

science,
l'woutd tike to know how'muCle

. -

teading
s,ociat .6 tudie,6 my -.6-tuden't

have tanned .

(othet subject)

Interestingly, even though there are many ways ofkgetting at thitques-
,,

tion, teachers rely on one way predominantly:

We might.call this. way.

TEACH-THE-UbJECT-THEN-GIVE-A-TEST

or the TTSTGAT strategy.

The word tc consider-lin this question is.muclk, its full significance

being the teacher's responsibility. Ask yourseg; hdw much of the teaching

or learning can I attribute to the d4zpension of'4 own personal energy.

4 di When carefully. examined, this question is not.trijial, but neither is it

imp(Asible to approach.

But before going further, think of -s,oMe reasons-why the TTSTGAT strategy

might be a highly limited procedure for'dealing-with the quektion. Try to

writq;three reasons in order of impoltance to you in the space,below.'''

3.

When yod ate zati44ied that youit teasono ate clean and con-tain meaning ;dot

you, ptease tut* to the nex.t page.



You may already have guessed that the auChorof this'workshop sees the

TTSTGAT as a limited procedure. Teaching the subject and then formallyigiving

a test samples student performance at only one point in time. This method
.-

gives little or no information regarding the skills which students may have

acquired prior to the teaching activity. Thus, it-is very difficult to

attribute the student's7test Performance directly to the teaching,activity,

That learning took place can only be inferred. The situation is akin.to an

ancient formula for making.mice.

PLace:4tx1 o and sailed clothing in a daiik
chtnek o6 the bake and then ob4ekve the
spot sevetat weeks Zatet.

Mice- usually appeared 'mysteriously when this formula was followedi but. note,,

a careful Search'of the barn aheadOf time was not part of the plan.
4

Returning tothe.limitaiions of the,TTSTGAT, hotiMight we alter the.

TTSTGAT strategy to collect stronger evidence that we have engaged in a

productive teaching-learning activity? Please' list your ideas Wow.

N2.

a

3.

When you ake 4ati46ied that y

OA 416 you /matey canhink
ideas make 4e1 $. to you

any, at this point, tukn
the page.



Straw and soled
n a olark

co'rnef of the 100.171)

If you suggested among other things that a test be given prior to the
O

teaching (an early search of Ole barn for. mice,' S9 to speak), this au hor

would agree wholeheartedly that your plan would be strengthened. Student

performance

46,

would then beAsessed at two points in time,, like this:

e ?if

Pke-instxuction
ObseAvation

Teaching
Activity

PoAt-inetituction
7°01men.vati.on

Now the pre- and post-instruction observati¢ns can be compared: The word

obseAvation has been used here rather than the narrower term test.
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Noting that time alwlys elapses between pre- and post-instructibnal obser-

vations, try listing below two ast$ects of the TTSTGAT scheme that still

limit its effectiVeneSs for gathering useful information.

1.

2.

*When you ate hatigied with yqurt. e666/ p 'Oh even i6 you beet 4tymied,

pt.eaze .tutu .the page.



A

Theauthor knows at ,least two ways in which this "o s ation design

1. Little infortaion is gAthered regarding events, other than the teaching

activity, that are happ6ning to students between thre- and pdst-

instruction observations. Yet human beings continually receive and process
4

informatiOn outside the classNom, by television, to cite-onohvious ex-

ample: Thus, people alkft constantly_ learning apart from the formal teaching

activities provid6d to-them. This fact makes it difficult under the re-

vised design to attribute differences.in pre- and post- instruction obser-

vations to the formal tea'ching. Consider, for example, teaching readi6g.

for a year to a group of students who are regular Sesame Streetbuffs (or

to viewers of another educational television programT and'then trying to

'asses's the effdctiveness of the school program. Under thq plan, we

1 couldn't be very confident that our work alone helped them to read.

2. The usefulness of information gaered frOm this design can'also,be limited

by the students' natural maturation. A student's intellectual development
4

might change recognizably for any number of reasons, including physiological

development. That is, between the pre- and post- instruction observations,

.processes functioning with time, such as growing older, hungrier, or more

tired, can and do occur along with the teaching activity. It i5 therefore,

difficult to attribute differences in gyre- and post- instruction observa-

tions to the teaching activity itself. 'Maturation can be an especially

big factor with younger children, as the books on' classification and

conservation abilities in this series indicate.

15
I



Try to devise some strategies for modifying or adding to the existing

observational scheme to circumvent the two limitations deuribedon the pre-

ceding page. Don't forget your- own ideas of the page before.that.

Av.

I

Then' continue to the next page.

16
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The,current plan can be strengthened considerably by observing a group,

of students who do-not Oarticipate in the teaching activity, we might Set

up.the-following plan:

Group I

Poe-instAuction Teaching Activity. -Postinstitliction
Observation J:164e4vation

.Group II

Poe-inAtAuction No Teaching, Activity, Post-inAtituaLon-
Ob4e4vation , 04 Ob4e4vati.on

(Gi'ven at same time Aillitqe4ent Activity (Given at game time .

to G4oup4 I and 11.) to Gitoup4 1 and 11.)

Using this plan, yo4 would be able to compare the performance of the group,

of students who received the instruction to a group thatt did not. If the

performances seen during the post-instruction observations are substantially

different (or even the same) you will be better able to assess just how pro-

ductive the teaching activity was. With this revised plan, you are able to

make comparisons not only before and after your teaching, but also with an-

other group, often called a control group, that did not receive instruction.

A WORD OF CAUTION, however.

.A strong case must be made that Groups I lid II"are cdmparablein several

wAys,(e.g. grade level, sex,.socio-economic status, I10.) before you carry

out the observations and teaching activities in this plan. Otherwise, you

may be working with two groups that are likely to react differently to the

teaching Activity.,

7
An example liotedga on the next page.

1
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EXAMPLE

We might wish to prpertde an experience of classifying plants in the
. ..,

. ,v$

out -of -doors to our seventh-grade class... The only comparison group avail-

able is an eighth-grade class in_another school: On the pre-instruction

observation both groups appear to demonstrate about the same classification

skills, Yet there are a number of reasons why the two groups may not be A,-

equivalent in terms of their potential receptiveness to our instruction.

.

Try to thihk of some of these:reasors pnd write them beTQw.

2.

3.

Again, when you acce.4atiziied that youit. £dea4

'3

;tiled meaning bon you, pfta.se go on.

18

L4.
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A NUMBER OF FACTORS may make, these' groups nonequivalent in how our teaching

activity affects them.

REMEMBER, THIS IS A CRUCIAL POINT IN SELECTING THC CONTROL OR COMPARISOri

GROUP. HAS IT BEEN DETERMINED TO THE BEST OF OUR RESOURCES THAT THE GROUPS

ARE EQUIVALENT WITH RESPECT:TO THE POTENTIAL EFFECT OF OUR TEACHING

ACTIVITY? J

Here are some possible factors that might limit the equivalenOkof the

seventh- and eighth-grade grbuS,in the example.

1.'ReadineSs to learn advanced classification skills goes with intellectual'

development, at least accordbing to Piaget. .(See Learning About Learning:

Classi ication.AbiJities, in this series.) 'Thus, the seventh- and eighth-

grade groups may differ in how they deal intellectually with'the teaching

activity,

2. One o9\he groups may be more accustomed to field trips in,the out-of-doors

than the other group; the instructional setting and not just the activity

per se could affect the post - instruction observation.

3. The distributi r of sexes might differ Oldely between the two groups and

affect the rate of learning.

4. Attitude toward an out-of-doors activity may Ary widely, especially if

one group attends 4n urban and the other a suburban school.

5. The attitudes. of the teachers of the two classes toward the activity may

be quite different, affecting the climate of.learning in which the activity

is approached.

(Pteaze continue)

19



.
IN PRACTICE, it is impossible to establish the exact equivalence of

.) the control group and the group that participates An the teaching activ-

ity. However, the better the case made fOr equivalences the better the

chances the observational data will be useful:to you or other intere3 ed

persons.

V

ce pitobabtg a.gOod.ptaze .to go-vvelt Aome, o4 the4e .idects

with the UCCTPP Ata44. On Ate.ne*t page 4.4 a ,smmaxy, in

schqmatie 6oAm, o6 the obsekvation plane dacv,44ad.40 fan.

Is

ry

r

20
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SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONAL PLANS

1.

2.

Teaching Activity Observation

I

Pre-instruction
Observation

Teaching
Activilty

3. Groups equivatent with
respect .to potential
e.W.ct'oi teaching

-->
Post-instruction,

ObServatfon

-16-

Comments -

Highty .united.
Samples student.
behaviot only

. once. No compak-
ison gtoup.

activity:

Group I

Group II

Pre-instruction
Observation

Activity' Post-instruction
Observation

Pre-instruction

Observation

No

ActWity
Post-instruction
Observation

Sttonget ;clan
than-1. Stitt
tacks compatison
group.. Good tiot
Looking at intetnat
changes, but can-
not etatize.

Recommended plan
when possible.

When you ate cleat on all this please continue.

01



UP TO THIS POINT, we have used the terms pn.e- and post-in,stAucti.on

observations to describe our efforts at data gathering and record keeping

before and after .our teaching activity. Try nowito list a.1 many ways

as you can to obtain Observational records of.student activities.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

When youA continued hand thinking 410
not wtoducimg any pintheA ideas son.

-17-

...you aAe invited to tdAn .the page and
compare yow't tist with one constAucted

by th,LA author..

22



HERE IS A LIST OF SOME POSSIBLE METHODS FOR MAKING OBSERVATIONAL RECORDS-
._

Video.Tap6 Audio Tepee WAitten Tee to '

questionnaites Se.e.K-Repoit,t6 Dianieh

Cta.00 Woth Ezzas

Intekviem.16 Photogkaph4-

InobtA.U6ive mea4ulLe4 Pujective Te4t4

Log Cando

n-Solaing

Computer. Pnint-ouzo

ttanzactionat Records Aditevement Tuts

CounAeting Data Pa/tent Repo4t6

Each of these methods has its .own special set of adv.antages and

disadvantages. THERE IS NO GENERAL RULE'TO FOLLOW IN USING ANY SINGLE

.METHOD. IN GENERAL, IT IS BEST _Td USE SEVERAL,METHODS IN A GIVEN

OBSERVATIONAL PROCEDURE SO THAT THEY MAY BE USED AS A CHECK AGAINST

, EACH OTHER. For instance, in the example of classifying plants in the.

'out-of-doors presented on page 13, a simple questionnaire qtyeri to each

class could 5hed light on all but one of the limiting factOrs discussed

(Which factor might not be 'very readily investigated
by a questionnaire?
See the factor the author has identified, at the
bottom of the next page.)

The staff will be very happy to assist in deciding what kinds of obser-

vations might have the greatest potential-for gathering productive

information for you.

When you cute Aead4,-gon on to the next page.

23



4),

,How can I cteaAty dePlne my te4eancit pkoject?

Please read the following teacher's statement of a proposed educational

research proje

"r want 6.Lnd out whethen, Wen my inzt4uCtion, my

ztudentshave 9/town in thein dmouciation o4 Eng4hh

titeltatue (or any other subject)."

If you were thjs\teacher, how would yoy proceed?, Write dovin some of your

ideas before studying the author's reactions, given on the next page.

4

r t,

-19-

'sepoppe qbnoaql. passasse lsaq aae
(auo ao4De4) smls uopeol..n.sseL0 saal.euuopsanb

Onoaq4 passasse aq ppoo sapn41.44v put? 'saxas
uopriqp4sj.p pial4 (.14tm aptial..aacka aopj



What this teacher has expressed is fine as a starting point. However,

in this'statement we do. not have a very tangible objective for research,

which makes it difficult to proceed. You may.have aliTady identified the

difficulty of devising an observational method for documenting an abstract

notion such as' appkec,Lation. One suggestion is to try to formulate pre-:-

cise* That appreciation'of English, music, art, sci ence, math,, or

other s bject might mean in'terms of student behavior. For example,

atilt} might be measured by observing (through any appropriate method

listed on page 18) what things students chose to work on when their time

is the r own. If this suggestion is followed, you wi11 NOTE THAT THE

RESEA CH QUESTION HAS CHANGED IN A SIGNIFICANT WAY. first, the question

was sTmething like this:

Alitek my ItInstkuction, have mystudent4 gown .fin thei4
/ appkeciAion o6 . . . ?

Then it becomes more like this:

Wet my instkuction, wilt My students votuntakity 4pind
mote time doing . . ?

Though the first question may better express the original idea of this

eacher, it remains vague in terms of actual student behavior and is not

easily- researchable. The second question is researchable because one can

/ observe the degree of voluntary behavior. But in this ,case, one must

accept the idea that vol ntary behavior is somehow an expression of

appreciation.

In the second question, an OPERATIONAL DEFINITION of appkeciation has

been written. OPERATIONAL OEFINITIONS ARE DIFFERENT from the definitions

found in dictionaries. which are called FORMAL DEFINITIONS. To Leann move

about the datinction6 between the the exekcize on the next two

25'pageA.



(c.vnpara

Operational definitions are
constructed around a compar-
ison (.an operation) and,
though narrowly applied to
the situation at hand, they
can be extr9mely useful in
their lack of ambiguity;
indeed, they are intention-
ally limiting.

Example 1.

Yettow is the cotolt
tabh.

The table may look more like
what many people call orange
but., if we accept the defin-
ition, we are obligated to
live with it and carry out*
tests for the color yellow
by comparing items in ques-
tion to the table.

Example 2.

OZey means the way my hands
Keel just WeA 1 ZubAicate
my can.

Formal definitions are
TTre those found inthe
dictionary and make use
of analogies, similies,,
metaphor-St and so on.
Formal definitions can
depend upon circular
arguments and amb1guities,
leading to no useful
frame of,reference.

Example 1.

Oity meanb liatt o on
containing Pit.

Here the word oil is used
in a circular fashion in
the definition.

Example 2.

Yettow means 'having a

yettowish\Wolt.

Study the set of statements on the next page and try to divide them

into two groups: one containing operational and the other formal

definitions. 26



1. I.Q. is the score obtained'by a Stanford :BiRE1test.

2. Lenity is the quality or state ofbeing mild or gentle, as towards

others.

3. Yellow is the color of this table.

s--(fi4. Teaching is the act or profession f one who teaches.

5. :A large number means more than the size of the population of Berkeley.

6. Meaningful learning is when children can recall the names of all

the U.S. capitols.
,,

7. According to Piaget, cognitive nrowth means flossing through

intellectual develonment

8. A scientist is an expect in science, especially one of the physical

or natural sciences.

9. In my opinion that is few.

10. Scoff is an expression of mockery, derision, doubt, or scorn.

,11. Retaw is a substance having the chemical formula H2013.

12. Oily means full of or containing oil.

13. Reading achievement means the differential of scores obtained on

the Cramer test.

14. A valuing question is one like, "How do you .feel about that?"

15. Paying attention means directing vision towards the teacher.

16. Newcomer means a person who has recently arrived.

When you ate happy with youk two group, compare .them with

those constAucted by the authot on the next page,

Discuss disne ncies, £ any, with .the sta66.

_ 27



Monte tike opeiationat de6initions Mohe tike Kohmat de6initions

J, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15 2, 4, 8,.10, 12, 16

For practice, take the three statements on page 6 and use oper-
i

ational definitions to change them into questions that would be easier

to use for research purposes. Write them here.

1.

2.

3.

When you beet com6ohtabte"that you could wohk with any (4
these questions in a iteseakch 4tudy, pteaae tuAn the page
and compahe youh ideas with those oi the author..

28
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STATEMENT I

-24-

1 would tike to know how roach math iwany other subject)

J-I've taught my students.
tiny students have learned.

,

OPERATIONAL FORM FOR STATEMENT I.

WHat wilt be the di66eAences in tcous on a 50-item a4ithmetic
test administeud be6ou and Welt my instruction?

ALTERNATIVE: Now does student daily woAh'in math compare thAough-

out the year when sampled pe/ciodicatty 04 evidence o6 growth' £n

pAobtem-sotving abai.ty?

N\

'STATEMENT II

1 would like to know i6 homewoAk (on any other instAuctionat
41A use6Ut 04 my teaching:

OPERATIONAL FORM FOR STATEMENT II

an)

Now does the quality ,o6 work done by my students in class duAing
p4giods when homework is also being assigned compare with .1_470'

quality o6 work completed when ,there no homework uqui4ement? .

ALTERNATIVE: Now much time do my students spend actuatty working
duAing periods when homewotk Lo assigned, compared with those
periods when it is' not assigned?

ab

STATEMENT III

1 would tike to betters undeAstand my studentst.inlellectuat
development (04 some other dimension pertaining to the learner)

OPERATIONAL FORM FOR STATEMENT III

Now do my students peA6oAm on the Piagetian .tusks desocibed in the
Lea/ming about LeaAning booklets o6 tkis personal workshop series?

ALTERNATIVE: Howdo tasks and activities occuvcing every day in
my ctasstoom indicate my students' intellectual development?

IN SUMMARY STATEMENTS THAT ARE OPERATIONALLY DEFINED GIVE A CLEARER INDI-

CATION OF HOW TO PROCEED WITH THE RESEARCH OR ASSESSMENT THAN DO STATEMENTS

THAT ARE NOT.OPERATIONALLY DEFINED.
.

Td examine another issue in AeseaAch and assessment; please turn the page.
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How can I *line mt <study 40 that it ib manageable in amount of(

inOmmation gatheked and its comptexay?

As already noted, the logos on page 4 is complex. It is obviously

impossible to research everything at once, thus the need for specifying

the limits of the study.

Examine the following hypothetical assessment yroposal:

)

I want to find out how children develop reading skills.

List below ways in which you think this study as now described could be

further defined ih order to make it more manageable.

' IA you.ake satisAied mith thiA, fiat, on even iK you thi,& the studiflahoutd

be teAt Atated, ptease go on to the next page.

<12s
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a

One useful procedure for limiting a study is to list as many of its

characteristics as possible with a view toward elimination and simplification.

The example on the last page was:

I want to find out how children develop reading skills.
N

Here are some possibilities for narrowing the study:

1. Instead of speaking of "children" in the general sense, select a
particular age #ange, sex, socioeconomic background, ethnic grouping,
school population, region, etc.

2. Instead of all reading skills,-chopse a specific set, such as
phonics, word association,, chaining, etc.

<

3. Determine a time period for the study, rather than allowing it to go
on indefinitely, as implied in the above statement.

4. Another possibility that you might think of at this point is

a

Thi4 pkobabty a good place .to atop

'and diacusa .these ideas,witit the ataiii
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4

What kindA (16 6ieed Studies have the gkeateAt potentiat bon pkodueing use6ut

testi-eta?

Take a minute to look,again at the themes represented in the logos' on page 4.

In case you have not already recognized the correspondence, the three questions

listedoat the beginning of this workshop on page 6, match the themes of the

learner, the discipline,'and instruction.

?;i'

These thethes epter'into the context of all teacher-student interactions.

The association of themes in an active classroom is usually complex, but this

very complexity offers every teacher a labOratory that is rich in potential

for productive field research.

At the same time, this 'complexity poses some hazards to obtaining useful

information. There is SO MUCH to study that the PURPOSE and PLAN of the

study becomes paramount; it is crucial for you to articulate the purpose

and plan hpforehand in order to avoid utter confUtion.
gsm6

It, is',4the author's eperience that the kindsof studies which most affect
,

a teacher's personal devtlopment are those initiated by the teacher himself,

dealing with his or her own special interests.

Think about the PURPOSE of the study first. Consider again the question(s)

which' you presumably listed on page 5.

2

Now ky tiAting on,:the next page yoult 'mason bon wanting Aome answeAs to

those questions.

4
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My reasons for wanting answers to my questions on page 5.

der

Now consider very honestly whether your statements above actually reflect

your personal interests. If they do, your study has a very good chance of

producing meaningful information for you. As a result of this interest you

will probably have the perseverance to see the study through.

Again when you a/ . satisiied with yam statements continue to the next page

0



How can I most clealtiq communicate my teseakch
in6onmation in wititten 6oluT32

Study the following statement written by anew graduate student in

education. (1) List, some dimensions of the statement that limit its

effectiveness as a report of field observations made by student while

working at Pine Hill School. (2) Then try'to rewrite it to strengthen

its meaning as a research report.

"HcAbeltt Kohl expAe6Aed the Pine Hitt enviAonment in h,L6 book.

Them. weu no oppottunitiez OA the ChitAen to intenact with

thein enviltonment. I Ott constantly in congict with the paAertz,

who had highly thAditiortat expectati.onh. Vet the chitAen

me because I undeutood how they tea/med."

v1.

2.

\'/W7,2
When you are finished, compare your observations to

the author's, listed on the following page.

34
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One limiting factor of the report is the number of words for which\

no OPERATIONAL DEFINITION is given. ee previous discussion on pages 18

For.example:

' intetact With theLt envilLonment"

"con4bIct"

"highty ttadi.tionat expectations"

"understood how they teaAred"

Most teachers have ideas concerning these notions, but the ideas can

-30-

-24.

vary widely. By giving words an operational significance, the educational

're-,earcher can commuricate more precisely, and his report will have clearer

meaning for him or other interested persons.

The following is one possibility for strengthening the report.

Compare it with the original, then discuss it with the staff and complete

the exercise on the following page.

"HeAbent Koht descnibed the Pine Hitt Schoot en<H.tor,ment

'in ht book, ThiAty-six ChitdIten (pages 34 35). I did not

obsetve any oppottunities. AOA the chitdAen to 'spend time

with. maniputative cutticutum mateniats, such az those devetoped

at the LawItence Hatt o4 Sc,Lence. The pa/cents' goats 4olt theiA

ckitditen were di44eltent 4Aom mine. FCA exampte, .in mathematics,

the peutentz wanted a wAitten homewokk azzignment AAOM me. every

evening, whelLeas I wanted the ztudentz to zpeciAy mote o4 theist

own teatning objectives. .7 had studied the intettectuat stages

devetoprent o4 most oK the students, Laing Piagetian pAotocots.

/ used thAs in4okmation in ptannino inztAuctionat activities

with the students, and in my opinion they tiked me mon.e as a

teacher 017. do4:no so."

Continue to the next page
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How are'the followi g notions operationally defined in the revised

report? List your ideas low.

"intenact with theik enviAonment"

"congier

4

"highty tkaditionat expectation4"

"undeutood how. they teaAned"

THOUGH THE REWRITTEN PARAGRAPH IS LONGER, IT IS ALSO MORE PRECISE. PERHAPS

YOU CAN THINK OF WAYS TO STRENGTHEN IT FURTHER. LIKE ANY SKILL, PRECISE'

WRITING TAKES PRACTICE AND CONSTANT FEEDBACK. READING SOME GOOD RESEARCH

REPORTING CAN ALSO BE ITY HELPFUL. We suggest that you do both. Get to-

gether with the staff and plan to do some writing on which you can get some

feedback. Also ask the staff for references to field studies or other

research reporting that you can study. If you would like to review basic

rules of writing, you might enjoy reading The Elements of Style by William,

Jr.'and E. B. White (second edition); The Macmillan Company, 1972.

j

YOU MAY WANT TO USE THE CHECKLIST ON THE FOLLOWING AGE WHEN EXAMINING

CLARITY OF STYLE IN EITHER YOUR OWN OR OTHERS" WRITING. ,t.
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SOME SELF-CRECKS'FOR CLARITY OF STYLE

1. Have I used simple, concrete language; have I avoided jargon?

2. Whenever possible, have I used the active voice (e.g. S.tudents (Uted
out the que6.6onnaiites).rather than the passive voice (e.g. The'quee-
tionnaiites weAe (itted out bu students) ?

3. Do my relative pronouns (e.g. it, they, hen, him, them and so on) anc(
subordinate clause (introduced by who, which, that, what'and so on)
have clear and unambiguous references? (See example at bottom of nage.)

4. Does each paragra Contain one coherent set, of ideas?

5. Is the sequence of the paragraphs logical?

6. Is'there a sense of\operatimal definition to my ideas?

7. Have I used specific examples in my report? A

8. What are facts anti what are inferences in my writing?

9 Are any statements open to multiple interpretations?
,

10. Does my writing portray an accurate picture of what I am tryixy
to report?

"I had hoped that my students could do theiA feaAnino expekiments
with '.the hanfrteAs now,, but they weAe aAteep." (See 3, above.)
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How can 1 oAganize the w4teap 04 My assessment teseatch?

THE FOLLOWING IS ONE POSSIBLE OUTLINE FOR ORGANIZING THE FIELD STUDY RESEARCH :

REPORT. If formal reporting is desired.

A. Preliminaries

1. Title Page
2. Preface
3. Table of Contents
4. List of Illustrations
5. List of Tables or Data

B. Text

1. Background to the Study
2. Delineation of the Study
3. Formative Evaluation (if any)
4. Procedures of the Study
5. Findings
6. Concluding Discussion

C. The Reference Matter

. 1. Appendix
2. Bibliography

On the next page, you witt Kind additionat in4oAmation about each 04

these etementz 04 the tepott. (You may not want to study the detaits o aL

04 the elements, but at ate inctuded 4oA compteteness.)

ments that you Kea ate uselcut to you.

Study those ete-
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A. Preliminaries

, -34-

1. Title Page

The title page contains the title of the study, the date,
and the name of the author.

9_ Preface'

.The preface contai s information about and.acknowledgement of
any special circu stances or resources of the study.

3. Table' of Contents

The table of contents lists the title and beginning page,num-
beroof each section of the book, including lists of tables or
illustrtions, chapters, subdivisions of. chapters (if any),
appendices, and bibliography.

-4. list of Illustrations

,This list shows the titles and page numbers of illustrations;
tncluding maps and graphs.

5. List of Tables or Data

This list gives the titles and page numbers of tables or other
displays of data.

B. Text

7

1. 'ackgrouncf to the Study ./

This section increases the meaning and usefulness of your research
by placing it in a context. In stating the facts and.situations
that led up to your study, you are providing a rational for your
particular research. 'With a strong rationale, the study will be
significant no matter the outcome. Though S' researcher- may carry
out a study without. constructing a case for its significance, he
or Ihe is gambling that the outcome will be meaningful on its own
terms. If the results are not interesting, the reader questions
"Why did you investigate that in-the 4iAztptace?" This author
suggests that it is not necessary to gamble, since any of the
statements on page 5 which opened this workshop, can lead to
studies for which a strong rationale may be constructed. To

summarize this is the section in which to review the literature
leading up to the study.
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B. Text (continued)

2. Delineation of the Study .,

This is an important section of the research report, in which
you define and state xou responsibilities as 'a researcher.
Here you tell how you limited the study so that it was manage- .

able and had a foreseeable time limit (See pages 26 - 31).

/. Formative Evaluation

The formative evaluation describes all of the changes in originAl
research procedure and the reasons behind these changes (for
example, you might include the results of pilot studies and how
these results led you to change your procedure). In order to be
able to write this section, the researcher must. from the very
beginning, keep good records of the evolving research project.

4. Procedures of the Study

This is where the researcher reports in 'specific detail how the
study or research was carried out. (Cross-reference can be made
to modifications made during the formative evaluation and des-
cribed in 3, above.)

5. Findings

The facts uncovered by the study are reported in this section.
Drily information supported by direct.evidence is included here.
Inferential'statements or subjective' by the author
do not belong here, but in the concluding section.

6. Concluding Discussion

This section discusses the implicationsiof the study for culsric-
ulum reform, increased understanding of the learner, modification
of instruction, further research on any of these or other issues
in education. A few subjective statements by the researcher are
a possibility here, but only if they are clearly identified as such.

,10 C. The Reference. Matter

1. '\ppendix

The appendix contains indirect but useful,information for helping
the reader understand the study. It is an appropriate place for

samples of curriculum materials you may have- developed, examples
of student work, tests, questionnaires, self-reports, or even for
samplesAbf many of the observational records listed on page 18.

Ogen -some cy6 this inpAmation id. best paced dikectty in one o6
the text items. Discus4 poz4 ibititie4 with the Atatiti.
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C. The Reference Matter

2. Bibliography

The bihliography contains references to all research and back-
ground reading that you did while organiking the study and
carrying it out. For one recommended style of hibliogranhical
citations, see A Manual for Writers. ref Term Papers, Theses,
and Dissertations by Kate L. Turabian, mentioned under "References."

On the Koftowing rage, in concfu/sion oK thiA wokhshop,

you Jift Kind a. fiAt o sefK-che07/5 ane. inte,ncled

to be useKut to you in Kokmuf_ating a 6uccRA640 6tudy.
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SOME SELF-CHECKS AND NOTES

FOR COMPLETING A PRODUCTIVE ASSESSMENT PROJECT

The 4ottowinq item au intended to be u4eKut (with the a&siztance
o4 the wtabc) dulting the development and evatuationiiil you4 6ietd.

1. Have you identified a field study problem in researchable
(operational) foreand described it unambiguously in writing?

2. Does the study have a foreseeable time period with definite limits,
and does it have .a manageable sequence of operation? What are these?

3. Have you considered several possibilities for gathering information?
Explain your reasons for accepting the methods that you,have decided

to use.

4. Have you identified, 'in advance of the study, potential results that

would contain meaning for you or possibly someone else? What are these?

5. Did your study go exactly as planned? Tell about this. Did you

modify your plan (so-called formative evaluation)? If so, in what

way(s)?

6. Did your study reveal informatiOn that changed or confirmed your

attitude oar approaches toward teaching? If so, in what ways?

Identify these with some degree of precision.

7. Does the writeup of-your study meet university graduate standards

for organization, clarity of style, (Tamar, and succinctness?
Have you presented an unambiguous account of what you have accomplished?

8. Did your results confirm present prictices or lead to any operational

changes (no matter how modest) within your school dor other schools in

the district? What are these? Do these results have the potential

for confirming practices or influencing instructional changes else-

where? Explain.

9. 'Do you believe that your results are indeed related in some fashion

to what you tried? Explain your reasons for your thinking on this.

10. A self-check of my own, important to me:

CV
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APPENDIX

Learning about educational research and assessment -

EVALUATION FEEDBACK TO.THE AUTHOR.

You au invited .to AecoAd your keactions .to this ,booktet beim, and Aemove the

shee,tt,and ma it Lt to:

The University of California
,C9operative teache'r Preparation' Project (UCCTPP)

Lawrence Hall of Science
Berkeley, California, 0472Q

Upon iteceipt 04 youlcevatuation, your name will be ptaced on ouA maiting tist,
i6 you (4.14:46h,to'kece,ive the pAoject nelortette4 and announcements 06 otheA

pubticatLon4.
4.

1. What things were you able to do after interacting with this booklet that
you could not do.beforehand?

2. 'hich sections (please list by page number and paragraph) were unclear for you?

. 3. Which sections were the most useful? (please list page number and paragraph)

4. 'hat topics would you like to see expanded upon or added to the booklet?

5. That topics would you like to see deleted?

Comments:

Thank you 604 your keaponze.
The UCCTPP Sta66
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